Abstract: Aspect-Oriented Software Development(AOSD) is a programming paradigm that overcomes the limitations of Object-Orientation (Programming) providing more suitable abstractions for modularizing crosscutting concerns that cannot be decomposed from the rest of the software artifacts. Software metric is a measure of some property of a piece of software or its specifications. Coupling is one of the software metric for Aspect Oriented Software. Coupling measures have important applications in software development and maintenance. They are used to help developers, testers and maintainer's because regarding software complexity and software quality attributes. Coupling or dependency is the degree to which each program module relies on each one of the other modules. This paper presents a new cognitive complexity metric namely Cognitive Weighted Coupling on Field Access for measuring coupling in Aspect Oriented Software.
IV. EMPIRICAL METRIC DATA COLLECTION & EVALUATION CRITERIA
This section discusses the CWCFA metric, empirical data, collection statistics, analysis and its implication.
A. CFA Metric
For empirical analysis, CFA metric is selected for AO software. This metric used to find the complexity of various data types using Cognitive Approach.
B. Calibration
In this section, an experiment is conducted to assign cognitive weight to the various data types for attributes. A comprehension test has been conducted for a group of students to find out the time taken to understand complexity of aspect oriented program with respect to different data types. The group of students selected had sufficient exposure in analysing the Aspect and object oriented programs, as they had undergone courses in AspectJ language. 30 students taken from Rural, 30 students taken from Urban were selected to participate in the comprehension test.
The time taken by students to comprehend the programs was recorded after the completion of each program. The time taken for comprehension of all these programs was noted and the mean time to comprehend was calculated. Five different programs have been administered in each case, totally twenty five different mean timings were recorded. Average time was calculated for each program from the individual time taken by students which shows in The average comprehension time, for programs are listed in Table 1 . These programs are based on Aspect Oriented Programming. The mean time is also calculated for each category of the programs and is tabulated.
V. STATISTICAL ANALYSES
For each data types, mean was selected as a measure of central tendency. Table 2 illustrate statistical computation of different data types. VII. COMPARATIVE STUDY A comparative study has been made with most widely accepted the metric proposed by Ceccato et.al [3] is CFA. CFA is Number of modules or interfaces declaring fields that are accessed by a given module. The current CWCFA metric is one step ahead of existing CFA metric, because it includes the complexity that arises due to the various data types. Another advantage of CWCFA metric is that, it takes cognitive weights into consideration and data collection satisfies the fentonet.al [7] properties. In order to compare the proposed metric a comprehension test was conducted to rural and urban degree students. There were sixty students who participated in the test; the students were given five different programs in AspectJ for the comprehension test. The test was to find out the output of the given programs. The time taken to complete the test in minutes is recorded. The average time taken by all the students is calculated. In the following Table 5 , a comparison has been made with CFA, CWCFA and the comprehension test result. CWCFA counts number of modules or interfaces declaring different types of fields multiplied by corresponding weighting factor that are accessed by a given module This is better indicator than the existing CFA. The weight of each data type is calculated by using cognitive weights and weighting factor of data type similar to which is suggested by Wang et al [14] . It is found that the resulting value of CWCFA is larger than the CFA. This is because, in CFA, the weight of each field is assumed to be one. However, including cognitive weights for calculation of the CWCFA is more realistic because it considers different data types. The results are shown in the Table 5 . A correlation analysis was performed between CFA Vs Comprehension Time with r = 0.873828 and CWCFA Vs Comprehension time with r = 0.90139. CWCFA has more positively correlated than CFA.
VIII. CONCLUSION
A CWCFA metric for measuring the class & aspect level complexity has been formulated. CWCFA includes the cognitive complexity due to different data types of fields. CWCFA has proven that, complexity of the aspect getting affected, which is based on the cognitive weights of the various data types of fields. The assigned cognitive weight of the various data types of field is validated using the comprehension test. The metric is evaluated through an experimental and proved to be a better indicator of the aspect level complexity.
